


 

 

 

 

BNCA's principal, Dr. Anurag Kashyap sir and Prof. Kavita Murugkar 

along with other faculty members had very generously offered BNCA 

as a VENUE to host this wonderful interactive guided session since 

March 2015, which brought in people from varied disciplines to 

benefit from the same. 

 

 

  



Began in March 2015 – REKINDLE WISDOM, REVIVE LOVE 

 

(BIRDS EYE VIEW - EDUCATION) 

All education is based on - MANTRA . TANTRA . YANTRA [MTY] 

MANTRA has to be addressed- isavasyam idam sarvam- Everything in this creation is property of 

Supreme Lord and we are simply caretakers on His behalf. We are one family and we have one common 

interest. Fundamental of education! 

 

Student - has multiple influencing factors around 

FIRST - PARENTS 

SECOND - HOME ENVIRONMENT 

THIRD - TEACHERS 

FOURTH - SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT 

FIFTH - PEERS 

SIXTH - SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT 

What we need when we talk of education is a TANTRA / VYAVASTHA that harmonizes/syncs 

all these above factors for a child who is growing/learning. 

What exactly are teachers/parents meant for? 

1. Nourish - physically/emotionally/intellectually/spiritually 

2. Protect - from doubts/deviation/temptations/distractions 

3. Equip - make them capable for rendering quality service to fellow beings 

4. Engage - to create forums to express their talents 

5. Cultural engineering - Thoughts word and actions are the tools of a teacher for building a certain type 

of cultural environment. Teacher should know to handle these carefully otherwise they cannot be 

effective in their service. 

 



 

Michelangelo - when asked how do you make these beautiful sculptures? - said that 

"the sculpture is already there in the block. All i do is chip away the extra material." 

Similarly teaching is - chipping away all unwanted things and let the core genius manifest. 

This is the interesting service of a teacher besides just knowledge dump/ content dump 

 

 

YANTRA -The physical instruments through which we administer education – mechanism and facilities 

People have a WRONG notion that you need grand facilities to gain knowledge. 

Sadhano se gyanarjan nahi hotha - sadhana se gyanarjan hotha. 

sadhano- mere instruments aren't needed, 

sadhana- means practice in learning, feeling and doing- head, hearts and hands being continuously 

engaged in the process. This is when we really grasp/ reawaken the knowledge that we already have. 

 

DISCUSSION ON - There are 6 FUNDAMENTAL TRUTHS/paradigm shifts of spirituality - (THEORY) 
 

 

Chanakya Pandit says - Who is a Pandit / genuine wiseman ? 

matrvat para-daresu 

para-dravyesu lostravat 

atmavat sarva-bhutesu 

yah pasyati sa panditah 

One who see's all women, other than ones wife, as mother. Not only to see it, but to treat them in that 

same way. 

One who see's other man's property as garbage/untouchable. 

One who treats everybody in a way that one would like to be treated by them. 

 

This is Rekindling wisdom. Its there in every Indian, but they are lying dormant. 

Reviving love- ekatmata / atmiyata- what we need to do is to create a community of like minded 

spiritualists who are dedicated to the service of education. That would make us experience true love in 

our own life, wherever we are. 

  



June 2015 – GROOMING EDUCATORS 

 

(THE MAIN PURPOSE OF VALUE EDUCATION) 

There are FIVE most important GIFTS we have got, when we take birth in this world. 

GIFT 1 - Body and mind 

GIFT 2 - Resources at our disposal 

2 types of Resources - 

Internal - Talents, capacities 

& External - household, bank balances, laptop, etc. 

GIFT 3 - Relationships with family, friends, nature, other living beings, etc. 

GIFT 4 - Responsibilities towards occupation, meaning service to society 

GIFT 5 - Spiritual assets 

There are 4 technical responses people give to these assets that they have- 

 

RESPONSE 1: Throw to the wind 

RESPONSE 2: Eat them - Get instant gratification 

RESPONSE 3: Preserve it. 

RESPONSE 4: Interesting response. These 5 gifts we are supposed to not only be faithful to our 

Supreme Father, but also thoughtfully employ them to do good for ourselves and for others. 

This is called REAL VALUE EDUCATION! 

 

THE MAIN PURPOSE OF VALUE EDUCATION IS - 

 

Nisreyas -  SELF-FULFILLMENT 

Abhyudaya -  SERVICE CONTRIBUTION / CAREER GOAL 



July 2015 – ART OF DISCIPLINE 

 

(THE DISCIPLINE OF SPEECH, MIND, BODY) 

Self-discipline is a pre- requisite for QUALITY Service contribution.  

Art of Self Discipline 

-  Temporary inconvenience to permanent convenience is called Discipline 

-  When there is a tornado/typhoon of thoughts and feelings, at that time to have a firm 

 resolve about our purpose and our action plan is called discipline. 

-  Doing things in an orderly and efficient way. 

-   Leading a regulated lifestyle 

-   My father in my childhood would tell me some task and he would know that i have not 

 done that task and i'm about to give an explanation, as to why i could not do that task - 

 He would tell me by keeping a plaque that says - " I don't want excuses. I want results". 

 Don't rationalize. As i say you do it.   



Aug 2015 – IMPROVING MEMORY 

 

(IMPROVING MEMORY IN THE AGE OF FORGETFULLNESS) 

SOME WAYS BY WHICH WE CAN ENHANCE THESE MEMORIES.    

If you want to improve part of the memory, STORE + RECOLLECT - there are many things we could do -     

1 Physical Exercise - Sports has an ability to give you capacity to learn more.  For Eg: Chess, Aerobics, 

Kabadi, Swimming, etc. In modern times there is no water to swim and air to breathe fresh. So we go 

indoor and do it in A.C. But best is open environment, close to nature, full scale physical exercises.    

2   Have good rest.  If you are not taking proper rest, it severely affects your memory and function of 

your brain. The best time to rest is between 9 pm to 3 am. The more you maximise your sleep between 

9 to 12, the better it is for your memory. The more you miss out this rest, you cannot actually have deep 

sleep. There are 4 stages of consciousness -  Jagrat  Svapna  Sushupti - is what we need for restoration of 

storage / brain function, etc.   Samaddhi    

3   Identify and treat your health problems  -  Sometimes we do have health problems, we go on 

neglecting them. Having a health problem which manifests grossly like, headache, skin rash, is a clear 

indicator that the inside system has already become corrupt. Thats why it is coming out on your gross. 



Just like if a virus has gone inside your memory disk, then in the screen you see some rashes? But we go 

on and on and on neglecting our requirements of good health.    

These are some tips on what we can do to improve our brain. There are some techniques, gross 

techniques. They are called Mnemonic devices.    

These methods that are written here can be categorised into 5 simple formats.  They are called -    

REPEAT,   

ORGANISE,   

VISUALIZE,   

CUE & GROUP. 

TOPIC OF HOW TO MAKE YOUR MIND POWERFUL IN TERMS OF MEMORY 

1. You MUST practice CELIBACY 

2. To be in CONSTANT LEARNING MODE 

3. SATSANG - POSITIVE ASSOCIATION 

4. Then we have the SPIRITUAL LEVEL.   

Lord Krishna tells in the Bhagavad Gita -  

I am seated in everyone's heart, and from Me come remembrance, knowledge and forgetfulness. By all 

the Vedas, I am to be known. Indeed, I am the compiler of Vedānta, and I am the knower of the Vedas. 

 

Different types of intelligence is called     

smruti - Ability to recollect what we learn.    

buddhi - Ability to discrimate and make a wise choice.   

medha - comprehension ability.   

pradnya - problem solving abilities.    

pratibha - creative genius that a person develops in a particular field.  

Our modern exams only TEST one/two or sometimes three types of intelligence 

 

ALL THESE BLOOM IN A PERSON WHO ESTABLISHES HIS CONNECTION WITH THE PARAMATMA IN THE 

HEART. 

You will have this experience to the degree you try and cultivate you personal relationship with God in 

heart. 'The proof of the pudding is in eating it'. So i may describe it to you how it works, but it won't 

work till you apply this to yourself.  The way you connect to God in the heart is through doing Mantra 

meditation. 



 

Sept 2015 – JOY OF STRESS – TRIPLE A FORMULA 

 

 

STORY OF SOCRATES - Who was a great Philosopher and loved philosophising.  He would 

gather his friends and discuss so much about various types of philosophies. One time he went to the 

market and he was making list of items, going mall to mall. One of his friend's surprisingly said, 'What 

happened to our philosopher? He has become enamoured by the glamour of this world?' That is why he 

is making a list of things that he wants to have for himself? Socrates said - No. I was just listing the 

unnecessities of life that people are running after.    

He would go home, gather his friends and talk philosophy. Philo=Love, Sophia=Wisdom. Love for 

Wisdom is called Philosophy. Its NOT LOVE FOR SOPHIA :) then all wisdom is LOST. Why all degrees are 

called - Bachelors Degree?  Being single minded about your studies and not having any distraction till 

you become mature enough to enter into that relationship, and staying single - Continence - is 

CONDUCIVE for learning. That's why. Otherwise, these distractions are not conducive for self-

development.    

Philosophia - Love for Wisdom for his fortake. Socrates, gathered his friends and they were talking about 

it and his wife got agitated. Every now and then he would bring so many friends at home and she would 

have to cook for all of them, clean-up and all they would do is just sit and philosophize. She got wild and 

told them to get out of the house and do something practical. His friends felt quiet an insult and 

Socrates told them to come out along with him. His wife poured a bucket of water from the balcony, on 

Socrates, as he was walking out of the house. When it rained liked that all his friends were looking at 

Socrates, aghast and Socrates said - "Earlier it was Thundering, now it is Pouring". Lets continue our 

discussion and he took them into the garden.   



  

When i heard this story for the first time a very beautiful line that Srila Prabhupada, our Founder 

Acharya in one of his books called "Krishna Book", came to my mind.  

 

  "THE GREATNESS OF A PERSON HAS TO BE ESTIMATED BY HIS OR HER ABILITY TO TOLERATE 

PROVOKING SITUATIONS." 

 
On the basis of this we will now see a TRIPLE A FORMULA: 

 AWARENESS 

 ANALYSIS 

 ACTION 

Today the AWARENESS that this is our ENEMY - 

OUR INABILITY TO HANDLE PROVOKING SITUATIONS IS OUR ENEMY. 

STRESS IS NOT OUR ENEMY. 

PROVOKING SITUATIONS IS NOT OUR ENEMY. 

When we clearly define our enemy, we get the JOY OF STRESS! 

ANALYSIS - 'VIMARSHANA' is an important quality of Intelligence by which we can 

subdue our mind's foolish demands. Analysis is IMPORTANT TO DEVELOP proper MIND 

MANAGEMENT. 

Many experts have given many analysis on this topic. 

Dr. BECK's Formula called – ABCDE 

 

ACTION 

TWO TYPES: 

Conventional methods of stress management 

Vedic Method 


